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Horizontal Heat Conduction
during Electron Precipitation
into the Upper Atmosphere

J A Gledhill
Department of Physics
Rhodes University, Grahamstown
A simple model is set up to consider the effects of horizontal
conduction of heat away from a region of electron precipitation in
the upper atmosphere. !tis shown that a given precipitated nux
produces a much smaller increase of temperature in a regionofthe
order of 1 km in width than it does in one several hundred km wide.
A method is developed and illustrated, by which "rt is possible to
determine whether heating of the neutral atmosphere is negligible
during such precipitation events, thus allowing the use of static
atmospheric models in the theoretical treatment of the effects.

'n Eenvoudige model word saamgestel om die affek van die
horisontale geleiding van hitte weg van "n gebied van elektronpresipitasie in die bo-atmosfeer, te beskou. Dit blyk dat 'n
gegewe gepresipiteerde vloed 'n vee/ kleiner temperatuurtoename in 'n gebied van sowat 1 km breed as in 'n gebied van
etlike honderde kilometer breed teweegbring. 'n Metode waarvo/gens bepaa/ kan word otverhitting van die neutrafe atmosteer
tydens sodanige presipitasie onbeduidend is, word ontwikkel an
geil/ustreer. Daardeur word die gebruik van statiese atmosferiese
model/a by die teoretiese behandeling van die betrokke effekte
moontlik gemaak.

Introduction
It is customary, when calculating the effects produced
in the upper atmosphere by precipitated electrons, to
assume a suitable static model of the neutral atmosphere
and then to estimate the rate of energy deposition as a
function of height, as if the neutral gas distribution was
unaffected by the continuous influx of energy (e.g.
Ree.r, 1963, 1964; IValt, 1967; Stolarsh~ 1967; Berger
eta!., 1970; 11/df! & Gledhill, 1973). On the other hand,
it is widely believed that the atmosphere in the auroral
zone is considerably modified by heating due at least
in part to the precipitation of electrons there (Cbal!Jberlaifl, 1961; Blamont c:-~ Lor_;·, 1964). There is a gro-wing
conviction that this heating may be the source of some
travelling ionospheric disturbances and storm-time
changes in the ionosphere at lower latitudes. Heating by
precipitated electrons has been proposed as the reason
for high electron temperatures observed by satellites
(e.g. U7 ill11;ore, 1964) at middle latitudes. Nevertheless,
spectroscopic determinations of rotational temperatures
(e.g. 1lfcPberso1J & Val/aHcr-joHes, 1960) and of doppler
line widths (e.g. Hilliard & Shepherd, 1966) show only
small increases above the neutral temperatures to be
expected in. the absence of aurora, and have even been
used to estimate upper atmospheric temperatures as if
there was no local heating due to the precipitation of
the charged particles (e.g. HHnlm, 1961; Brafl(fy, 1965).
Electro!l temperatures in auroras, on the other hand, are
known to be very high (e.g. Walker & Rees, 1968). It
appears at first glance as if there is a contradiction between these various assumptions.
In this paper a simple model is set up and solved to
obtain estimates of the order of magnitude of the temperature increases to be e.x.pectcd in various appropriate
circumstances. It is shown that the rate of local temperature rise depends on the width of the region over
which the particles are being precipitated, and that the

absence of considerable increases in temperature, even
in bright auroras, is not inconsistent with the occur-

rence of widespread heating and expansion of the atmosphere when comparable particle fluxes are precipitated
over extended regions.

Horizontal Heat Conduction due
to Localized Precipitation
We consider an infinite, horizontal "slab" of the
atmosphere, thin enough for the temperature to be
assumed uniform throughout before the onset of local
heating. We take the z axis as pointing vertically upwards out of the slab and the x andy axes as lying in the
horizontal plane. Initially the temperature is T 0 everywhere, but at time t = 0 heating commences suddenly,
at a rate Q 0 per unit volume per unit time, between
x = a/2 and x = -a/2, at all values of y. The heat
conduction problem is thus a one-dimensional one in
the x-dircction and the equation of continuity for energy
may be written as

C
Q(x,t=p
)

oT(x, t)
v

-K

bt

o'T(x, t)
Ox 2

(1)

where p is the density, Cv the specific heat capacity at
constant volume and K the thermal conductivity, all of
which arc assumed to be constant. We may write the
heat production rate as

Q(x, t) ~ Qo II

H-) H(t)

(2)

where ll (:) is the unit rectangular pulse of width a
and H(t) is the Heaviside unit step function.
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If we write the tempcrature in the form

T(x, t) = T 0

+

0(x, t)

O.,(X,Y)-

(3)

equation (1) becomes
Qo II

(__2_)

H(t) = p C 0 8(x, t) -

K

(l2Q(x, t) (4)
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This equation may be solved by successive Laplace and
Fourier transformations; the solutions have also been
given by Carslmv & Jaeger (1947). If we introduce the
new variables

,,

(5)
Fig. 1. The frmctions D 1(X, Y) a11d DiX, Y).
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is the dilfusivity, the solutions are
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Some examples of the functions D 1 (X, Y) and
D 2 (X, Y) are shown in Fig. 1. As we would expect, the
ma.ximum temperature occurs in the centre of the
heating region, at X = 0, and the ma.ximum temperature
gradient, and therefore the maximum heat flux also, at
the edges of the heating zone, where X = ± ~. Although the expressions (8) and (9) appear complicated,
we may note that the heat production rate Q 0 occurs
only in the multiplying factor on the right hand side of
each equation, so that we may immediately draw the
conclusion that;
(i) the temperatiii'B increase
(x, t) is direct!J proportioJia/
to the mte of heat input Q 0 at allliJJJes and places.
This i:>, of course, a consequence of the linearity of the
heat continuity equation.
We shall be interested primarily in the ma.:dmum temperature increase, at X = 0. From equations (5) and (8)
we £nd
Qo a2
$(0, t) = ----;r;- D 1 (0, Y)

=

(X

Q, a' [ (Y
~

+{;

(8)
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+ ~) erf ( 2 JY
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4~) - >]
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•nd

Y

} (XJY ,\)

8(x, t) = Q~Ka' [-2X- { T--1-(X-D 2 erf

- { ~ +(X+!)'} e<f

w
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The function D 1 (0, Y) is shown in Figure 2. The initial
slope at Y = 0 is readily shown to be unity, so that we
may write
D,(O,Y)~Y;

(Y<<1)

(11)

Thus the temperature is given by

-{!; (X-!) <xp (_(X ~j)')

6(0, t) :
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(X
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(9)

together with two symmetrical expressions for negative
values of X.

which is the value it would have at all times if no heat
was removed by conduction.
Equation (10) is too complex for its signi£cance in any
particular case to be easily seen. It is shown in the appendix, however, that it approaches the simple form

D,(O, Y)

"'c 1,129 jY- 0,5;

(Y > > 1) (13)
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The latter conclusion dearly offers a possible way of
explaining the small temperature increases observed in
auroral features, compared with the considerable ther~
mal expansion which undoubtedly takes place in the
much wider auroral Zones. The efficacy of this explana~
tion can only be tested by substituting appropriate
numerical values in the formulae.
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Fig. 2. The fimctions Dt<O, Y) and 1,129

The quantity 1f4K = pCvf4K is obviously of some
importance in discussing the heating of the upper
atmosphere by electron bombardment. The heat capa~
city per unit volume can be found from kinetic theory

,

JY- 0,5.

This function is also shown in Fig. 2. It is seen to be a
remarkably good approximation even when Y does not
exceed unity by very much, The error is in fact less than
10% for Y > 1,3 and less than 1% for Y > 9. Clearly,
as Y increases, the constant term ( -0,5) eventually must
become negligible, although it only becomes less than
1% of the first term when Y > 2 000. From equations
(6), (8) and (13) we then have
8(0, t) .;-

0 565
•

.pc:;; Q" ,f- Qs" ~' \ (tfa'>>1/4K) (14)

and from the preceding discussion
D,(O, Y) ~ 1,129

.fY;

(Y > 2 000)

(15)

and
. 0 565
8(0, t) ~~·
pC K

v

Q" -:y··
~ It; (tfa'

(16)
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By comparing equations (12) and (16) we can draw
two further conclusions:
(ii) For a git•en a, Jvhm t is SJJJa!l the ten;perature increase
is propottirma! to t, bJtt as ti!JJe goes 011 the remora! of
heat 1ij conduction redflces the dependence, Ivhich eu/ltJta!(y
becoJJ!eS one of proportio11ality to
after a lo11g time;
(iii) after a giz 1en ti111e, if a is SIJJa!l the tu11perature illcrease
is proportiollal to a, but as a is increased the depmdtflte
beco;ms leu marked, 11ntil for large r•a!tres of a, e is
indepe11de11t rif it.

Jt

PCv

=

:E
;

n_

C. k

where n 1 is the number density of the molecular
species i, C 1 is 3/2 for a monatomic gas and 5/2 for a
diatomic one and k is Boltzmann's constant, The ther~
mal conductivity K is given by
K

=

1,125

x

lQ!<!

{i

eVcm-ls-lK-1

(18)

(deduced from the values given by Hern;an & Chandra
(1969)).
In order to gain some feeling for the orders of magni~
tude involved, we shall choose arbitrarily the CIRA
(1965) model 3 atmosphere for midnight, which has an
exospheric temperature of 816 K. From the tables of
this model we find the values of 1f4K shown in Table 1.
To illustrate the discussion further it will be convenient
to consider the value of Y after a suitable time t: we
shall choose t = 900 s ( = 15 minutes). Table 2 gives
values of Y after this time for four decades of a, cal~
culated from the :figures in Table 1 and equation (6).
The ranges in which the temperature increases may be
approximated by equations (11) and (12), (13) and (14),
and (15) and (16) are evident from the table. From the
appropriate equations we now derive Table 3, showing
the temperature increases
(0,900) in terms of the heat
input rate Q0 •
The attainment of independence of 8(0,900) on a, as
discussed under conclusion (iii) above, when a is large,
.is well illustrated in the column of the 140 km level.

e

Table 1
Values of 1/4K = pCv/41< for CIRA mode!3 atmosphere, Oh

pCv/41< ..

..

..

'

..

..

..

..

..

..

140

200

300

1,8 X 10· 9

8,7 X 10-11

4,1 X 10·10

(km)
(s

em~~)

Table 2
Values of Y after 900 s

140

'

"(km)

1
10
100
1000

. . ..
..
..
. . .. .. ..
. . . . ..
.. .. .. . . . . . . . .
..
. . . . . . .. .. . .
..
..
..
.. .. .. .. .. . .

5
5
5
5

X
X
X

200

300

10- 2
10·•

10'
10 2
1

1Q-G

to-~

2 X 10'
2 X 102
2
2 X tQ-2

(km)
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To estimate actual temperature increases, we need to
know the heat input rate Q 0 • This is related to the rate
at which energy is deposited by the precipitated electrons. This has been calculated by several workers, e.g.
Rees (1963, 1964); Berger eta/, (1970); Wulff & Gledhill
(1973). The energy deposited per unit volume per unit
time is proportional to the incident flux, J0 , but its
distribution in height depends in a complex way on the
energy spectrum and pitch angle distribution of the
electrons, the atmospheric model and the magnetic dip
angle. If we are content to confine our attention to
orders of magnitude only, however, we may note from
Fig. 3 of W11/}f & Gledbill (1973) that the production
rates of ion pairs by unit incident flux of electrons which
are isotropic in pitch angle over the downward hemisphere and have energies in the auroral range, 1 -10 keV,
are of the order of lQ-5 cm-1 at 140km, 1Q-6 cm- 1 at
200 km and 10-7 cm- 1 at 300 km.
Each ion pair produced involves the loss of an average
of 35 eV by the ionizing particle. Some of this energy is
conducted away by the ambient electron gas, some is
radiated and some remains as local thermal energy.
Roble & Dickinso11 (1973) have quoted figures which
lead to an estimate that about 30% of this total energy
remains as local thermal energy of the neutral gas.
Using these figures, we can rewrite Table 3 in terms of
the incident omnidirectional integral electron flux as in
Table 4.
We note the sensitivity of the region around 200 km,
where a flux of only 108 electrons cm- 2s- 1 would produce a temperature rise of 8 K in 900 s in the centre
of a wide band of precipitation. The same flux would
only produce a temperature increase of 0,1 K in a
feature 1 km wide. There seems to be little doubt that
lateral conduction of heat plays an important role in
cooling narrow, bright auroral features.
Typical auroral electron flu."i:eS have been considered
by Rees (1969). From his figures we can estimate that a
bright aurora is produced by an omnidirectional integral flux of the order of101U cm- 2s- 1 • Ina narrow, bright
feature, Table 4 then leads us to expect temperature
increases of the order of 10 K after 15 minutes at the
200 km level. If the same flux was to precipitate over an
area 100 km wide, however, temperature increases of

the order of 700 K might be expected in the same time,
with consequent radical redistribution of the neutral
atmosphere. We may note from Table 2, that Y << 1
under these conditions, so that equation (11) applies
and G(O, t) is proportional to t. Thus we may expect
the temperature to rise at roughly 1 K per second and
our static model of the atmosphere will become inapplicable after a few seconds.

Discussion
There are two main results of the present study which
should be stressed. The first is the demonstration that
lateral heat conduction in the ionosphere is efficient
enough to limit the temperature rise in narrow regions
of electron precipitation, so that increases of temperature in a region of the order of 1 km in width may be
only a few degrees, compared with increases of several
hundred degrees if the same flux were to be precipitated
over an area several hundred kilometres in width. The
relationship is by no means a simple one, but estimates
can be made in particular cases by the method outlined. Numerical values seem to be in accordance with
experimental observations.
The second result is the establishment of a method by
which a criterion can be found for the flux above
which atmospheric heating becomes so severe that it
can no longer be neglected in the theoretical treatment
of the problem. Here, again, the relationships involved
are not simple, but is is possible to make suitable
estimates quickly by using the approximate method of
117HljJ & G/edbi/1 (1973) to relate the heat input rate at
a given height to the electron flux, in conjunction with
the equations set out in the present paper for the rate
of temperature rise. If it should appear that the temperature is increased by a signiE.cant amount by the
energy input from the precipitated electrons, the
problem of determining the vertical profile of energy
depostion becomes a difficult one in atmospheric
dynamics. This problem has not, to the author's
knowledge, been discussed in the literature.
It should be noted that the simple model used in the
present paper takes account only of heat conduction in

Table 3
Temperature .increase after 900 sin terms of Q 0

1..

a

{km)

10 ..
100 ..
1000 ..

200

140

'

.. .. .. .. . . . . . .
.. .. .. . . .. . . ..
.. .. .. .. .. .. ..
.. .. .. .. .. .. ..

7,6

4,8
4,8
4,8

Q.

10-6 Qa

8,2

X 10-6
X

Qa
Qo

9,3
8,9
7,5

X 1Q-6
X 10-o

X 10-5
X 10-~
X
X

(km)

300

Qa

Q0

10-a Qo
10-a Q0

1,3
1,3
9,0
1,6

x

to-~

Qo

X 10-•
X 10- 3
X 10-~

Qa
Qo

Q0

Table 4
Orders of magnitude of

'(km)

1..
10 ..
100 ..
1000 ..

..
..
..
..

'

.. .. .. ..
.. .. .. ..
.. .. ..
.. .. .. ..

..
..
..
..

..
..
..
..

e (0,900) in terms of Jo

140

200

300

8 X 1Q-lo Jg
5 X 10-10 Jo

9 X 10-10 Jo
90 X 10-10 Jo

1 X 1Q-10 Jo
10 X 10- 10 } 0
90 X 10-lO Jo
200 x 1Q-lO Jo

5 X 1Q-IO Jo
5 X 10-lo Jg

700 X 10-10 Jo
800 X 10-10 Jo

(km)
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the horizontal plane. Some heat wi!I be conducted
away in the vertical direction, adding to the heat .flux
down the temperature gradient which is normally
present in the atmosphere at all times. By virtue of the
linearity of the equation of continuity, the problem could
be solved separately for the heat input from the precipitated electrons and the resulting temperatures added
to those previously existing. Unfortunately, the distribution of the heat input rate Q in height depends on the
energy and pitch angle spectra of the precipitating
particles and the temperature profile can only be determined by numerical integration of the heat inJJUt profile
in each case, Since the purpose of the present paper is not
to calculate the temperature increase under such conditions, but merely to establish criteria for its neglect,
the matter will not be considered further here. It is
worth notiflg, however, that the energy removed by
vertical conduction will reduce the temperature increases calculated for the present simple model, and so
will tend to make the criteria more conservative than
would otherwise have been the case. The more general
problem is receiving further attention.
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Appendix
From equation (10), the function D 1 (0, Y) is given by

D,(O,Y)~(Y+i)crr(2 }y)
'

+J'f ~'r(-4 y)-t

'*

1

~ (Y +2) .rrr
2, lr (-u') du -1- /Y
J
v-;

1
cxp ( - -) 4Y

t

V¥

~ (Y

+ }) ,f'2

}1-

u'

+ .... ) du

0

+R (1 -4~+- ..
~(Y+!)~

)-!

C)¥- . )+1?(1-4~+

-H

21f
,;
.1
+ ~)-+-~ + (terms1n-)
.J; 2.f]
y
= /41!- .);. +(terms tending to zero as Y-+ oo)
.,j-;;- -

=

(Y

7T

Thus

D,(O,Y)-';:1,129vY-0,5;
which is equation (13).
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